Merchandising Class Draws Fashion Conclusions From Recent, Unofficial State Student Survey

Mr. Raymond Stevens, instructor of the State College Fashion Merchandising class, has announced the results of a recent survey of local college students. The survey, which was conducted by 66 2/3 percent of the undergraduates, revealed that 32 percent of the men wear dark suits, 27 percent wear dark slacks with light shirts, and 21 percent wear white shirts with dark slacks. The survey also indicated that 10 percent of the students wear light suits, 5 percent wear casual attire, and 3 percent wear white shirts with dark slacks.
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Boyd's Cigarettes

Chesterfield is MY cigarette because it's MINDER better-tasting

Robert Cummings

Lape Announces Honor Students

Mr. John Lape, President of the State College, has announced the names of the students who have been chosen as honor students. The students are: Eileen O'Connor, Mary Paulas, Donald Price, Raymond Lapalczuk, Mary Lady, David Axt, James Axt, and Marilyn Axt.

Sayles Women Schedule Formal Tomorrow Night

The Sayles Women's Association will hold their formal dance tomorrow night. The dance will feature music by the State College Band and will be held in the university ballroom. The dress code is formal.

Committee Will Present Constitution In Assembly

The committee responsible for preparing the constitution for the Student Assembly will present it to the assembly for discussion and vote. The constitution will be presented on Tuesday night.

Clinton Square Sponsors Benefit

The Clinton Square sponsors will be holding a benefit for the students. The benefit will be held at the Clinton Square Hotel, and will feature a dance and a silent auction. The proceeds will be used to support the students. The event will be held on Wednesday evening.

State Representatives Will Attend E.S.A.

The State Representatives will be attending the E.S.A. (Eastern School of Agriculture) meeting. The meeting will be held on Thursday morning, and will feature a panel discussion on the current issues facing the state. The representatives will be available to answer questions from the students.

Sponsors Benefit

The sponsors of the event will be providing refreshments and snacks for the students. The event will be held at the sponsors' residence, and will feature a casual atmosphere.

FOLLOW RULES

The students are asked to follow the rules of the event, which include no smoking and no drinking.
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Vote No

The vote on the Constitution has been held back and forth for the past few months. The vote for the present Constitution has been held back due to the fact that the majority of the students have not been aware of the revision. At this time any person who still does not know the facts should vote no. If there is a question of any person who does not know the facts, the question should be voted on. If there is a question of any person who does not know the facts, the question should be voted on.

The Constitution of the present Constitution is available to all students. However, it is advisable for all students to be informed of the contents of the Constitution. The Constitution is written in a manner that is easy to understand. At this time any person who still does not know the facts should vote no. If there is a question of any person who does not know the facts, the question should be voted on.

Some students have not been fully informed of the Constitution. At this time any person who still does not know the facts should vote no. If there is a question of any person who does not know the facts, the question should be voted on.

The Constitution of the present Constitution was adopted by the Student Senate. At this time any person who still does not know the facts should vote no. If there is a question of any person who does not know the facts, the question should be voted on.

The Constitution of the present Constitution is available to all students. However, it is advisable for all students to be informed of the contents of the Constitution. The Constitution is written in a manner that is easy to understand. At this time any person who still does not know the facts should vote no. If there is a question of any person who does not know the facts, the question should be voted on.
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Sophomores To Bring Celestial Theme To Page; Halos Will Predominate In "For Heaven's Sake"

Dunn Announces Community Service To Sponsor Nomination Date, Concert At Art Institute Tonight

Election Schedule
Submit Committee Date For SMILES, CARE

Phi Delta, EEP Schedule Events Over Weekend

Name Matteson Camp Director

Keller Writes, Produces Satire For '51 Big Four Will Feature Theme, Foreign Music Score

Verrey Extends Date Of Contest

Seniors, Grad Obtain Positions For Coming Year

Name: Matteson Camp Director

Fattauer Chooses Cast For Spring Production

Wolfe Selects Staff For Fresh Handbook
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